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Meet Our Highlighted Annual Sponsor

DLA Piper is a global law firm with lawyers located in more than

40 countries throughout the Americas, Europe, the Middle East,

Africa, and Asia Pacific, positioning us to help clients with their

legal needs around the world. We strive to be the leading global

business law firm by delivering quality and value to our clients.

We achieve this through practical and innovative legal solutions that help our clients

succeed. We deliver consistent services across our platform of practices and sectors in all

matters we undertake.

Our clients range from multinational, Global 1000, and Fortune 500 enterprises to emerging

companies developing industry-leading technologies. They include more than half of

the Fortune 250 and nearly half of the FTSE 350 or their subsidiaries. We also advise

governments and public sector bodies.

The above is an excerpt from our Sponsor's website. Learn more about DLA Piper, a TMA

NYC Gold Sponsor.
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Touro College
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Love in the First Degree - A Virtual
Murder Mystery with the NOW
Committees of TMA NYC and TMA
Toronto
Wednesday, June 2, 2021
5:30 PM - 7:30 PM ET

REGISTER

TMA NYC and TMA UK Joint Coffee &
Networking Event
Thursday, June 24, 2021
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM ET

REGISTER

Did you know that TMA NYC is now offering CPE credits for all of their

programs? The New York Institute of Credit is supporting our

programming efforts by providing the CPE! Get your CPE now!

Turnaround Time

LISTEN TO TURNAROUND TIME EPISODES NOW

Past Event Photos

Call for Content
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The Turnaround Report
The TMA NYC Chapter's Marketing &

Communications Committee has launched

a semi-annual newsletter project as a

platform intended to promote our members’

achievements and provide educational and

newsworthy content to the membership and

the restructuring industry at large.

SUBMIT

Submit your entries by July 1, 2021.

What to Submit
Member Authored Content

• Blogs

• Articles

• Case Summaries

• Case Studies

Personal/Firm News & Events

• Upcoming Events

• Recent Events

• Promotions and Firm Changes

• Honors and Awards

• Member Success Stories

• Recent Significant Matters

Please submit any newsworthy updates no later than July 1, 2021. Editorial guidelines are as follows: (i) on a topic relevant to the

turnaround & restructuring industry, (ii) 400-600 words max, and (ii) no footnotes or endnotes (all citations should be in the body). As

this is an email newsletter, however, please feel free to include hyperlinks to authorities or referenced content.

Member Benefits

What's New: TMA Learning Link™
At TMA Learning Link™, you can find content and

information on topics important to our community in the

turnaround, restructuring, and corporate renewal industry. Access to these resources is

included with your TMA membership and is available 24/7. We're continuing to add new

content daily, so make sure you stop by often!

Click Here to Listen to CEO Speaks
On last week's edition of CEO Speaks, listen to the many events from sea to shining sea

and across the pond that keep us motivated, innovative, and inspired.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LXGB9TG
https://turnaround.org/member/learning-link
https://turnaround.org/ceo-speaks


Read the News

Journal of Corporate Renewal

Protracted Recovery Expected for U.S.
Hotel Sector
By Jay Patel, Principal, JMS Family Office

It is no secret that COVID-19 has negatively impacted

commercial real estate across all asset classes, but

arguably, no sector has suffered greater harm than

hospitality and lodging assets. The economic

devastation wreaked on the hospitality industry by the

global pandemic beginning in March 2020 spared no

hotel owner-operator, with both business and leisure

demand down year-over-year by approximately 50%

on average…Read More

Spain’s Hotel Industry Reeling from
Pandemic’s Impact on Tourism
By Guillermo Trenas, Senior Director, Lazard

The Covid-19 pandemic has had the most detrimental

impact in memory on Spain’s hotel sector, a key pillar

of the tourism industry, which registered an

aggregate drop in bookings of about 75% in 2020

compared to 2019. Globally synchronized shutdowns,

coupled with choppy and unpredictable…Read More

TMA Swag Shop
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VISIT THE TMA SWAG SHOP | #TMAPRIDE

THANK YOU TO OUR 2021 ANNUAL SPONSORS

Titanium Sponsor

Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
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